ETC Group

Founded in 1988, ETC Group provides engineering solutions to improve building performance and
energy efficiency. ETC Group understands how high-performing facilities function and takes pride in
delivering innovative, elegant, and data-driven solutions to complex engineering problems.

PROBLEM

Inefficient processes, difficult to use systems and scope
creep impacted project timelines and deliverables.
As with most commissioning (Cx) processes, tracking and management was
initially manual and inefficient - spreadsheets, word documents and email.
Managing scope and timelines was challenging as it was difficult to have and
communicate an accurate view of project status in real time to key stakeholders.
After trying to automate their manual processes, the ETC Group found that just
moving the same processes online didn’t necessarily address their challenges.
The automated system was difficult to navigate, contractors weren’t able to easily
log in and see issues and the team still found themselves manually relaying
issues and information to key stakeholders. Some team members wanted to just
go back to spreadsheets and Word documents because they felt it was easier.
They knew there had to be a better solution.

“

I love the report part
of Facility Grid. I store
everything in Facility Grid
and it’s ready to use at
the end. It saves tons
of time.

Vince van Oostenbrugge,
Director of Commissioning,
ETC Group

SOLUTION

Facility Grid’s Commissioning & Operational
Readiness Products.
ETC Group searched for a new solution. Through events, research, evaluations and
consulting with colleagues, ETC Group selected Facility Grid as the best solution
to meet their needs, finding it full-featured, easy to use, and cost effective.
Facility Grid allows ETC Group to quickly track Cx tasks and progress against
those tasks as well as report that information visually to key stakeholders in
real time. The solution is used both on the desktop and on-site through mobile
devices. It helps with scope management as all stakeholders can see what was
originally committed, where things stand currently and whether new requests
are feasible given original commitments and current progress.
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The regularly used Pre-Verification Testing feature has had a substantial impact
on reducing the number of issues on projects, making them more successful
and likely to finish on time. And, reporting has also improved dramatically as
seamless and automated processes now replace the painstaking tasks of creating
Cx deliverables, collating documents and manually gathering information.
ETC Group has expanded its use of Facility Grid, deploying its Operational
Readiness solution as well. With these advanced capabilities, ETC Group is able to
provide all project stakeholders with a single version of reality regarding the state
of operational readiness of equipment and systems, documentation and O&M
training activities. Timeline monitor and closeout tracker have proven invaluable
in managing scope and keeping projects on track.
Moving forward ETC Group plans to utilize the Procore integration feature into its
projects for additional efficiency and communication gains.

“

The proverbial picture is
worth a thousand words
and Facility Grid gives
us that picture enabling
us to work effectively
with building owners and
contractors to deliver the
best possible product.

Vince van Oostenbrugge,
Director of Commissioning,
ETC Group

Some of the highlights regarding Facility Grid for ETC Group include:

The ability to take proposals and easily transform them into the task workflow ,
which can be mapped to the project schedule enabling ETC Group to provide
more granularity to the Cx process as opposed to just being a single line item
on the schedule.

The ease of use of checklists and functional tests and the ability to track and
evaluate progress in real time.

The ability to define the responsibilities and access for stakeholders on the project
including contractors, engineers, and Cx providers helps with project management.

The visibility provided by the timeline monitor as to progress against milestones
and quickly identify impacts to schedule.

The opportunity to effectively manage scope and communicate progress to
all key stakeholders in real time
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Results
Reduce Issues and Improve On-time Delivery with PVT
Initially, using Pre-Verification Testing on a healthcare facility chiller plant,
ETC Group was able to reduce issues from 300 to 3. Having deployed this
functionality on most projects now, ETC Group has reduced issues on projects
to only very minor items resulting in more successful projects.

Improved Communication Across Teams
With instant access to the up-to-date status of building assets and associated
activities and eliminating the emailing of Cx status tracking spreadsheets and
documents, ETC Group was able to reduce manual communications by more
than half. This freed up resources to focus on the tasks at hand and to make
informed decisions about project scope and delivery.

Faster Closeout Processes
By linking Cx and QC documents to the related tasks throughout the project
rather than collecting them in email at the end, the team is able to accelerate the
end of project reporting and close out, saving significant time and resources.

Greater Efficiency and Information Access
Eliminating the manual processes, ETC Group reduced inefficiencies and
empowered users with relevant Cx data to manage scope and issues
collaboratively and effectively with key stakeholders.

“

As Cx agents we want to provide clients with the best
possible product, but you also want to stay within scope.
Facility Grid gives us the ability to do both effectively.

Vince van Oostenbrugge,
Director of Commissioning,
ETC Group

About Facility Grid
Used by some of the world’s largest commissioning providers, construction companies,
and building owners, Facility Grid commissioning software streamlines and centralizes the
commissioning process, giving all stakeholders visibility and insight – where and when they need
it. Facility Grid helps keep some of the world’s largest and most complex projects on track, and on
time. Find out how we can help yours, too. To learn more, contact us at info@facilitygrid.com.

Contact us for a demo or an on-site presentation.
info@facilitygrid.com | www.facilitygrid.com | 201-448-9787

